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1. Overview 

1.1. Genre 
 

First Person Shooter Heist game (like Payday 2) 

1.2. Target Audience 
 

As the game will have some mature themes the target audience will be aimed at 15+ 
stretching to roughly 30’s. 

The target platforms will be PC and eighth generation consoles along with a new platform! 
These platforms will all feature online play functionality and will not have cross platform 
play.  

1.3. Game Backstory 
 

The game will take place in the UK, a few heisters have just come together to form a group 
and a base of operations to pull off some of the most valuable heists the country has seen 
in years.  

You get to play as one of 5 heisters to infiltrate some of Britain’s most well-guarded banks 
as well as other locales like jewellery stores and vehicle stores. The aim is simple, get the 
merchandise and get out of there in one piece.  

Players can also play as part of the police force/SWAT (if the police are notified) and will join 
similarly to Dark Souls (after certain conditions are satisfied a player will be summoned and 
will spawn in a random location within parameters). 

After some research, I found that quite a few of the biggest heists in this century have been 
in the UK and Ireland so deciding on this locale makes realistic sense, as oppose to a 
country with a lack of this history. The game will portray modern day Britain and as such it’s 
cultural and architectural themes. 
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The story here is quite unimportant, the game will focus on its gameplay features, fun 
factor and multiplayer functionality. 

1.4. Game Concept 
 

The Heist will be a first person heist game with shooting elements, this will be combined 
with online multiplayer to play along with friends. The online element will also allow for 
players to join police forces to help defend against the heist. 

1.5. Game Flow 
 

Transitional states will be; 

Queue for specified game type/s 

Lobby formed and players join (heist team) 

Players get 60 seconds to go through documents provided for heist  

Game world loads and journey towards destination happens (in car, plane, boat depending 
on heist). During this time, roughly 60 seconds, players get to talk to each other, over voice 
chat and text chat, and come up with a plan for the heist i.e. guns blazing, sneaky, mixture, 
how they will not be seen, routes taken, etc. This will be skippable if more than half of the 
team vote to skip. 

Heist commences 

Players look for heist target/objective 

Players pull off heist and receive in game money to upgrade gear (cosmetics, guns, 
attachments, utility items, etc. as well as experience points. 

If the alarm is raised, during the mission, for whatever reason combat begins with 
progressively harder waves of enemies. 

Search for players to join police force start on first wave, 

Police Players join (max of 4), they take the place of the highest tier units on the field and 
can spawn as the highest tiered unit currently in the area (excluding tier 3). For example, if 
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only Tier 1 Police units are on the field, then Police players can only spawn as Tier 1, if tier 2 
are present they can spawn as tier 1 or 2. 

2. Game Structure 

2.1. Game Progression 
 

As the player starts the game they will have access to the tutorial level along with a few 
small heists that do not generate much in the way of experience and money, this will mean 
the player will slowly level up and gain access to new weaponry at a slow pace, allowing for 
their skill to build along to be able to play the harder heists when they are more likely to be 
able to do them. So as the player levels up they gain access to more levels that are harder 
than the ones that came before it and also give the player more money and experience. 
These levels will be harder in different ways (dependant on the theme) more enemies, 
specific enemies, tougher enemies (more health, more damage), easier to get spotted, 
more to complete to pull off the heist, puzzle elements (heist where you’re stealing some 
drugs, but the guys making it died, make it yourself, if you add wrong ingredient it blows 
up), adding in getaways when there’s too much heat (police). When the player has levelled 
up sufficiently they will have access to the best weapons and utilities as well as all of the 
levels available. 

As the player levels up they will gain a skill point for each level. The player will be able to 
use these skill points to personalize their character and make them better in regards to 
how they wish to play. These skills will include Firearms Mastery (higher damage, more 
ammo, secondary can be heavier (not a pistol)), Sneak skills, Tech skills, Defensive skills. 
The player will be able to assign points in whichever category they want and put them in 
multiple categories. Skills will be in tiers (better skills at the top of these) so that players 
cannot immediately gain access to the best skills, but will have to invest significantly into 
those categories to gain access to them. 

2.2. Goals 
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The specific goals of each heist will depend heavily on the type of heist it is, but will mainly 
come down to completing each heist and getting away from the police. 

The overall goal the player will be faced with is getting enough money to be able to live 
comfortably for the rest of your life. This, along with the progression of their character, will 
drive the player to keep playing the game.  

2.3. Rules 
 

If any player is spotted by staff members, in a prohibited zone, they will run to warn staff 
members and civilians and to inform police/security teams. 

If a camera is spotted by a camera, see above. 

If players manage to get everyone inside a building down on the floor without raising the 
alarm, they still have a chance to be seen by civilians through windows. These civilians will 
then call the police. 

If police are called, they will arrive within a reasonable amount of time, roughly 60 seconds, 
the police on the scene at this time will be normal police officers and will be quite easy for 
the players to deal with (gun battles commence). 

After roughly 5 minutes of the police being called, harder enemies (SWAT members) will 
appear and will be have more health, armour, better tactics, tactical equipment (flashes 
and smokes, etc.). 

After roughly 10 minutes even harder enemies will appear, with some wearing full body 
plate armour, some wearing juggernaut bomb suits, amongst other apparel. They will also 
have better guns and therefore deal more damage to the players. 

If a player loses all of their health, they will go down into a revive state, during this time the 
player will only be able to use their secondary weapon. The police will try to handcuff them 
and take them back to police lines. Other players can try to revive the player before this 
happens.  

If a player is taken across police lines, they will be imprisoned for the remainder of the 
mission. However, if the remaining players have any hostages they will be able to “arrange 
a deal” with police forces in exchange for hostages. Depending on how many police officers 
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the imprisoned player has killed will result in fewer or higher amount of hostages being 
needed to “arrange the deal”. 

If all players become imprisoned the heist mission is failed and everyone receives no 
money and no experience. 

If a player is imprisoned once the mission is completed, that player will only receive 50% of 
the money they earnt and 25% of the experience. 

If a heist player shoots a hostage/civilian and kills them, the police will then refuse to 
“arrange deals” and so anyone who is imprisoned will stay that way for the rest of the heist. 

If a police player shoots a hostage/civilian/police officer and kills them, the player will be 
kicked from the match, with a short cutscene of them being taken off of the police force. 
The player will receive 50% money received and 25% experience. The player will face no 
other negative consequences. 

 

2.4. Game Options 
GAME 

Gore – On/Off/Paintball 

Tutorial Hints – On/Off 

HUD Opacity – 0 - 100% 

Revive Opacity – 50 – 100% 

Objective Opacity – 50 – 100% 

Button Prompts Opacity – 0 – 100% 

Mouse Cursor Size – small, medium, large 

Credits 

GRAPHICS 

Full screen Mode – Full screen, windowed, window borderless 

Resolution – 800x600 – 3800x2560 
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V-Sync – On/Off 
Texture Quality – low - ultra 

Terrain Quality – low - ultra 

Shadow Quality– low - ultra 

Lighting Quality – low – ultra 

Water Quality – low - ultra 

Vegetation Quality – low - ultra 

Special Effect Quality – low - ultra 

Tessellation – low - ultra 

FOV Slider (max cap) – 90 - 110 

Texture Filtering – Bilinear, trilinear, Anisotropic 

Antialiasing – off, FXAA, TXAA, SMAA, MSAA 

Ambient Occlusion -  SSAO, HBAO 

Depth of Field – On/Off 

Motion Blur – On/Off 

Brightness – 1 – 10 

SOUND 

Master Volume – 0 – 100% 

Voice Volume – 0 – 100% 

Music Volume – 0 – 100% 

SFX Volume – 0 – 100% 

CONTROLS 

Control Configuration 

Invert X- axis – yes/no 

Invert Y-axis – yes/no 

Mouse Sensitivity – 0 – 100% 
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Controller Sensitivity – 0 – 100% 

Controller Vibration – yes/no 

Mouse Smoothing – yes/no 

 

PC type game options will not be found in console versions, however above is the full PC 
list for game options. 

 

 

3. Mechanics 

3.1. Interaction 
The player will be able to interact with a lot of different things, objects, objectives, 
documents, players and more. 

Players will be able to emote to 
each other i.e. high five each 
other, bro fist, Secret handshake, 
small dance for added player 
interactivity and to connect the 
players. 

There will be voice and text chat 
support to allow for 
communication and interaction 
between players. Police and Heist 
chat will be separate, so that people don’t know what the other team is doing, however 
there will be a way to get access to the other team’s chat through and in game utility item, 
to counter this there will also be an item that blocks this from happening, once either of 
these items is damaged enough they will destroy and no longer have an impact on the 
game.  
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3.2. Movement 
Movement will be fluid and very reactive to player input. This will allow players to better 
control their characters and achieve the goals set out for their mission.  

There will be some conditions that can alter 
player movement; 

Equip Load – Weight will be a deciding factor in 
how fast a player can move (i.e. if they are 
wearing the heaviest of every item, they will move 
very slow, on the opposite end of the spectrum if 
they just have a pistol they will be able to move 
very fast. During heist missions an empty slot will 
always be kept for the heist items/objectives, the 
objective items will also slow down the player 
massively and there may be more than one 
(meaning other players will have to carry one). 
Players can drop items at any time to relieve 
themselves of some of the weight, meaning they 
can move faster.  

Specific Area Damage – Damage inflicted in 
certain areas will do more damage i.e. body shots 
do more damage than limb shots, and head 
damage does more than body. As the player will 
heal over time (hit points wise) another added 
feature is limb health. If a leg takes too much 
damage over 

the duration of the heist they will have a damaged leg, 
meaning their movement speed is cut down to 50% of 
what it currently was. If a player gets a damaged arm, 
they will no longer be able to aim as accurately, making 
50% of shots completely miss where the player is 
shooting, the missed bullets can still hit enemies 
though. If a player receives a damaged head (and 
survives) they will have some moments where their 
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vision blurs out, as if they have severe concussion, the players head will also move around 
a bit reducing their ability to aim accurately and moving their character’s field of view will 
also be sluggish and slow. If the player gets a damaged torso, they will receive a bleed 
meter, where they will lose health over time for a certain amount of time, this cannot down 
the player, but can take them down to 1 health point. The torso (and only the torso will heal 
over time so this does not become a ridiculous problem for the player. If the player is 
revived they will restart with 50% health and 50% body damage in all areas (No effect on 
player until limb/s go down to 0%). 

 

Vehicles – Some missions will require the use of vehicles, such as cars, trucks, boats, planes 
and helicopters. For obvious reasons this will change the player’s movement, they will 
become vehicle bound and will not be able to move their characters (depending on vehicle 
and circumstance).  In a car for example the player driving will be moving the car, the other 
players in the vehicle will be able to shoot and fend off police forces.  

3.3. Objects 
Players will be able to interact with many different objects in different missions; 

In certain missions the objective may be to rob stores – players will be able to open cash 
register (visually open) and take the money out, smash up the store and grab from inside 
glass cases etc. 

Open bank doors, turn on taps in a bathroom/toilet, flush the toilet, turn on the hand 
dryer, unravel toilet roll, etc. Ideally most “useless” 
objects would have some sort of interaction. These are 
some ideas but puts some extra fun and interactivity in 
the game. This will add to the more fun and cooperative 
side of things, while making the game seem less serious, 
also this adds a sense of realism and interactivity into 
the game world making it more believable and realistic.  

Other objects would be objective based as well as 
weapon and utility based. Enemies (and players, both 
heisters and Police) will drop their primary gun and primary utility on death allowing the 
player to tactically switch weapons and utility if the situation is right (low ammo etc.). 
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Objects will be used to create a realistic and more dynamic world in which the player can 
play, and enjoy themselves. In a street we would expect to see cars, trucks, fire hydrants, 
lampposts, trees, vegetation, electrical wires, bins, people, litter, animals, etc. This will be 
the norm for every location to make the mission/objective more believable and invest the 
player more into what is at stake. Objects will react to bullets and small explosions as 
anyone would expect, cars blow up, explosions send things flying and can blow holes in 
walls, etc. 

3.4. Actions 
Shooting | Aiming | Throwing | Taking Cover (crouching/behind wall) | Drilling into 
bank/safe | Cooking (drugs) | Blowing stuff up | Hostage taking | Objective based actions| 
Communicating | 

 

All actions above are explained throughout the document in different sections as and 
where was appropriate, for lengths sake I have just listed most of the actions. 

3.5. Combat 
 

Combat will play very similarly to Payday 2, fast paced and frantic, fighting for survival. This 
will slightly mix in with a touch of the Dark 
Souls Invasion Mechanic, allowing other 
players to join against the heisters. The 
“Invaders” will not be red but will be 
noticeable because of their behaviour, blue 
coloured hat, as well as a name tag above 
their head, only when visible to the heisters. 
Players on the heist team will be notified 
when a player joins/invades. Figure 1 Payday 2 
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A maximum of 2 “Invaders” will be allowed at 
any point, during each game, so if one of them 
quits the game, it will open up a new slot for 
another invader to fill. 

There will be a classic mode that disables 
invaders during every mission but this will give 
the players on the heist team less experience 
and money (x0.75). 

After players have obtained the necessary 
items/completed objectives, they will have to get back to where they spawned, where a 
truck is waiting for them. At least one person has to make it back to the truck to complete 
the mission. Extra money will be added on to money earnt for each objective item brought 
back to the truck. This will scale with the missions accessed later on, meaning a level 50 bag 
would be worth more than a level 6 bag. Once all players have either made it back to the 
truck or are dead the mission is complete (if one made it to the truck. Players at the truck 
are not safe until every player is either dead or at the truck. 

 

3.6. A.I 
 

There will be many different variations of AI in this game, as such they will all behave 
differently although similarly. 

Civilians – The civilians will not be able to go into combat with anyone although might resist 
being put in handcuffs (by the heisters, so they don’t go off and ring for police). They will do 
this by grabbing the players gun and a prompt (button mash) will appear for the player to 
mash, if the civilian wins they knock out the heister and runs away, the heister that was 
“knocked out” can be revived instantly although if “revive timer” runs out they will be 
“imprisoned” and the police will automatically be called. If the civilian gets away from the 
heisters, then they will also notify the police. Other than these, civilians will go about doing 
everyday things, i.e. walking down the street on their mobile, walking their dog, visiting the 
bank, grabbing some food in a restaurant, etc. 

Figure 2 Dark Souls 
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Stat points; Health - 100| Armour - 0| Weapons - none| Utility - none| Damage Output Per 
Round - 0| Movement Speed - 1| Accuracy - 0| Reload Speed - 0| Tactics – N/A| 
Aggressiveness - N/A 

 

Police (Tier 1) – The first responders to the scene and sometimes already on the scene of 
the crime. These will be the everyday police officer and they will attempt to stop you. Police 
officers that were already on the scene will have only a baton/nightstick as a weapon, 

however those called to the scene will 
have pistols of varying types. The police 
officers are not skilled at combat and 
do not have great tactics but can wipe 
out a team if they aren’t paying 
attention. Police officers will be less 
aggressive than higher tiered AI, less 
health, less damage, less movement 

speed, lower accuracy, lower reload speed. They will therefore be out skilled in every way 
by higher tier AI, in every stat.  

Stat points; Health - 100| Armour - 5| Weapons – Pistols, Melee| Utility - Handcuffs| 
Damage Output Per Round– Pistol (20), Melee (60) | Movement Speed - 1| Accuracy - 1| 
Reload Speed - 1 | Tactics – Low | Aggressiveness – Low 
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SWAT (Tier 2) – These will be the 5 minute responders (as this is roughly the time they take 
to arrive on the scene), they will 
be superior to Police officers in 
every way including, more 
health, more armour, better 
weapons (SMG’s, assault rifles, 
sniper cover, utility items), do 
more damage, more movement 
speed, more accurate, faster 
reload speed, better tactics. 
SWAT teams will work together 
and coordinate their attacks 
with utility items such as flashes and breach charges to quickly kill the heisters.  

Stat points; Health – 150| Armour - 10| Weapons – SMG, Shotgun, Assault Rifle, Sniper, 
Pistol| Utility – Flashbang, Frag, Smoke, Handcuffs, Breach Charge| Damage Output Per 
Round – SMG (20), Shotgun (70), Assault Rifle (30), Sniper (80), Pistol (20) | Movement 
Speed – 1.25| Accuracy – 1.25| Reload Speed – 1.25| Tactics - High| Aggressiveness - 
Medium 

 

Juggernauts (Tier 3) – These AI will be called in at about the 10-minute mark (after police 
notification), and will be much the same as Tier 2 AI except they will have hugely superior 

armour and health, be 
equipped with MG’s and 
explosives, lower 
movement speed and 
higher damage output. 
These AI will be walking 
tanks and will be very 
aggressive when dealing 
with the heisters (who 
would be scared when 
their wearing a 

Figure 3 Payday 2 

Figure 4 Call of Duty MW2 
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Juggernaut suit and pointing an MG at a few dudes?).  

Stat points; Health - 500| Armour - 20| Weapons – MG, Grenade Launcher| Utility - 
Flashbang, Frag, Smoke, Breach Charge | Damage Output Per Round – MG (25), Grenade 
Launcher (75) | Movement Speed – 0.6| Accuracy – 1.25| Reload Speed – 1.25| Tactics - 
Medium| Aggressiveness – Very High 

 

3.7. Economy 
The game will have an in game economy, where the player can use this to upgrade 
equipment and such, the money accumulated by the player will only be available for 
whichever team he played (i.e. Police, Heist). So if the player played a game with a heister, 
he would then be able to upgrade his heist equipment, and vice versa. 

The game will also feature micro-transactions, to allow players to quickly get the 
equipment they feel the 
most comfortable with. All 
equipment can be tested 
for free in a training map, 
where it cannot be used 
during missions unless 
otherwise purchased by 
the player.  

Players will be matched up 
against each other (police, Heist) based on equipment level, character level and skill level 
(will be hidden). This will mean that players with better equipment will be matched against/ 
with more skilful players. 

 

 

3.8. Space 
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Space in the game will be three dimensional and will be set up like a realistic environment, 
depending on the area the player will be. All areas will 
be based upon British architecture and design/space 
layout to make the game feel as if the player is in 
Britain.  

If the player was set to steal from a bank, then the bank 
and the 
small 

surrounding area will be set out very similarly 
to a realistic bank, and will be themed in the 
style of a British bank. This means that not 
only will the bank be set out in a correct 
manner but the small area outside of the 
bank as well, cars driving on the left side of 
the road, street signs, lampposts and all other manner of real world objects will be 
assembled in the game, in a manner that resembles a British area. Inspiration will be taken 
from real world locales but will NOT depict a specific area or actual buildings as to not allow 
real world criminals to use the game to plan real life schemes. 

4. Characters 

As the story is unimportant there will be no actual defined characters but instead will be a 
character creation tool. The player will be able to choose from a list of default characters 
and then customise them as they wish.  

Customisation will go deep, allowing the player to fully customise facial features and body 
definition. Players will also be able to change their gender and name. 

Playing through the game will unlock cosmetic items that can be purchased using in game 
currency to allow the player to customise the appearance of their character even further. 
Better quality cosmetics will be unlocked later on, making the player feel as if they are 
progressing and continually unlocking more and more items for them to purchase and 
never letting them feel as if they have nothing to do with their money. 
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5. Menu System 

5.1. Menu Screens 
Main Menu Diagram 

 

Game Over Screen Diagram  
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Post Mission Diagram 

 

Game Scene Diagram 

 

 

Diagram Descriptions – All of these menus will have graphics in the background to 
portray the theme, most likely similar to Payday 
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Figure 5 Payday 2 

6. Game Elements 

6.1. Player Avatar 
Description – As the player will be creating their character there will be a huge 
amount of customisation for them to create a unique individual, for their in-game 
player avatar. 

 Properties – This system will use many submenus to allow the player to deeply         
control how their character will look. 

 Graphics 

 
Figure 6 Dragon Age Inquisition 
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6.2. Enemies 
Description – The police force and in extension the special forces will be portrayed 

as realistically as possible to closely resemble outfits actually worn by these forces. 

 Properties – Noted in AI (3.6) 

 Graphics 

 
Figure 7 Payday 2 

 

 
Figure 7 Payday 2 

Figure 8 Payday 2 
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6.3. Blocks 
Description – The player will be confined in a certain amount of space (the level) and 

this will be done with colliders so they won’t be able to step past the level threshold. This 
will be portrayed by a wash out of colour in objects past this point. This can easily be 
portrayed by the collider’s mesh renderer being white and having a low alpha value.  

 Properties – Collider | Low Alpha value  

6.4. Collectables 
Description – Objective type items, such as bags of money, bags of drugs, etc. The 
player will have to pick these up (modifying their carry weight) and slow themselves 
down while they try to escape. 

Properties – Weight | Value  

Graphics  

 
Figure 8 Payday 2 

7. Level Design 

7.1. Key 
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7.2. Level Diagrams 
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8. Artistic Direction 

8.1. Mood Board 
Visual Style 

 

8.2. Similar Games 
 

Game Name – Payday 

Game Wiki – https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Payday:_The_Heist 

Game Name – Payday 2 
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Game Wiki – https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Payday_2 

9. Technical 

9.1. Development Software 
Modelling Software – 3DS Max 

Texture Creation – Adobe Photoshop 

Game Engine – Unity 

Game Scripts - Monodevelop 

Sound Design -  Audacity 

Trailer Creation – Sony Vegas Pro Studio & !Action 

Mind Mapping/Brainstorming – Coggle.it 

Game Promotion – Dedicated Website, New platforms website, advertisements (YouTube) 

9.2. In Game Controls PC/XboxOne/PS4/NewPlatform 
 

Move Character – WASD/LeftStick/LeftStick/LeftStick 

Move Field of Vision/aiming reticule – MouseMovement/RightStick/RightStick/RightStick 

Shoot – LeftMouse/RightTrigger/RightTrigger/RightTrigger 

Aim – RightMouse/LeftTrigger/LeftTrigger/LeftTrigger 

Reload – R/X/Square/X 

Switch Weapon – numbers or ScrollWheel/Y/Triangle/Y 

Interact – E/A/X/A 

Crouch – Ctrl/B/Circle/B 

Melee - V/LeftStickClick/LeftStickClick/LeftStickClick 

Utility 1 – F/LeftBumper/LeftBumper/LeftBumper 

Utility 2 – G/RightBumper/RightBumper/RightBumper 
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Text Chat (PC ONLY) – T  

Voice Chat – Q (auto detect mouse input for mouse_button3, mouse side buttons and will 
set it to this if there is one). Mic always open for console players. 

 

 


